JAWAHAR NADOVAYA VIDYALAYA NORTH AND MIDDLE ANDAMAN
ONE PLEDGE TOWARDS EK BHARAT SHRESHTA BHARAT

In accordance to the directions of government of India to encourage EBSB
(Ek Bharat Shreshta Bharat) among the students, community of Jawahar
Navodaya Vidyalaya, North and
Middle Andaman, Andaman and
Nicobar
Islands
has
framed
programmes giving due consideration
to the guidelines issued by the
Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti.
JNV Panchawati is an unique
institution differently from the other
JNV’s in its nature of bonding of
students of different languages and
regions, which cannot be seen in any
other JNV’s. Andaman and Nicobar
Islands is also a state composing of people of different regions and languages.
In true sense all the states and UT’s native people are either settled or staying
permanently in these islands and promoting integration with mutual cooperation and good understanding. JNV North and Middle Andaman is also of
the same nature having different lingual and regional students under one shelter
without any boundaries or
difference.
The
directives
of
the
government and Samiti were
taken in true letter and spirit to
implement in the Vidyalaya by
forming different groups of
students. Different activities
such as Painting, essay
writing, dance, drama, skit,
mime, quiz, debate etc were
being organised to promote Ek Bharat Shreshta Bharat inside and outside the
campus. The students have presented display of different region folk dances
highlighting the state culture on everyday basis immediately after the assembly
for our adoption, adjustment and knowledge of students. Among the different

dances Punjab (bhangra), Rajasthani (ghoomar), Chotanagpuri, folk dances
from Tamil nadu, Kerala (nadodinritham, thiruvaathira), Bihu (Assam),
RabindroSangeet are the major folk
and community dances displayed.
The students of other schools are also
invited to witness the multicultural
presentation focusing upon Ek Bharat
Shreshtta Bharat. Not only within the
campus, the students took the
programme out of the campus and
presented such cultural fusion and
carnival in Rangat, Bakultala and
Kadamtala.

Among the concepts and features of JNV migration policy is considered to be a
unique feature. The students of JNV North and Middle Andaman are being
migrated to JNV Pondicherry and vice versa, under the migration policy to
exchange cultural bonding and promote
integration. The students of JNV North
and Middle Andaman took part in the
Pongal celebrations and presented a
variety of cultural programmes by
displaying origin and cultural heritage
of Tamil Nadu, Pondicherry and
Andaman and Nicobar Isalnd’s
primitive people dance and cultural
myths and epics.
The students also went with messages of Ek Bharat Shreshta Bharat in the
form of art and culture, skit and theatre. Their presentation were widely
accepted and appreciated by one and all and felicitated with awards and
honours. The students stood first in all the competitions organised in different
locations by different authorities. The videos and the photos of the display are
uploaded for information and suggestions from all well wishers and stake
holders
In the recent visit of Ms.Kaneez Fatima Joint Commissioner NVS Noida has
acknowledged the best creation of students and staff in promoting Ek Bharat

Shreshta Bharat in institution and out of the institution for community
awareness. She appreciated the
students,
staff
and
school
administration for their efforts
towards inculcating the students
with
value
education
and
significance of integration. She has
also witnessed the spirit of the
student and staff in national interest
and assurance of their contribution
in nation building.
The school has drawn yearly plan of EK Bharat Shreshta Bharat for widely
promotion among community and students of different parts of islands and
schools of the district with the help of parents, PRI’s and stake holders.
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